Cyril Connoly, a prolific writer, once wrote: “It is a mistake to regard age as a downhill grade toward dissolution. The reverse is true. As one grows older, one climbs with surprising strides.”

The veracity of this quotation was again proven when fiftyish Florbella Sedillo Bongalos (or Gabi as she is fondly called) ranked first (together with Ma. Cristina T. Nabaunag of St. Louis University) in the 15th Librarians’ Licensure Examination.

The examination given last November 28 and 29 by the Professional Regulation Commission attracted 825 hopefuls, out of which, only 303 passed.

Gabi obtained her master’s degree in library science from the University of the Philippines in 2003. Her thesis is entitled “An assessment of the application of the principle of provenance on archival arrangement and description in selected academic archives in Metro Manila.”

Since joining DLSU-Manila in 1978, Gabi has worked in a number of offices in the university in various capacities. At present, she serves as Administrative/Archival Assistant in the University Archives, a position she assumed in September 1994.

Gabi and the other successful examinees will take their oath in a ceremony set on January 5, 2007 at the Manila Hotel.
Fresnido Attends First Meeting of Philippine Experts in Cataloging

On November 16 and 17, 2006, the First Meeting of Philippine Experts in Cataloging was convened by the Board for Librarians (BFL) in cooperation with The National Library (TNL) and the Philippine Association of Academic and Research Librarians (PAARL). The meeting aimed to promote standards for the content of bibliographic and authority records used in library catalogs with the end in view of increasing the ability of sharing cataloging information worldwide. It was attended by 160 participants who all took part in the discussion of the issues on personal names, corporate bodies, seriality, multipart structures and uniform titles and general material designations, and came up with the recommendations on the proposed Philippine standards. It is also hoped that through this meeting a venue for the discussion of cataloging problems among catalogers will be realized through a Yahoo Group Website.

During this first meeting, Mrs. Ana Maria B. Fresnido, the Director of the De La Salle University Library and former Head of the Cataloging Section, presented a paper on “Cataloging at the De La Salle University Library” where she discussed the cataloging practices and in-house policies peculiar to DLSU Library.

Among the speakers and facilitators who shared their expertise in the field of cataloging were Corazon C. Nera, chair of the BFL, Hilaria Padoginog of Ateneo de Manila University, Lina Moreno of TNL, Elizabeth Peralejo, member of the BFL, Ruben Marasigan and Dr. Linda Tayona of the Philippine Normal University, Shirley Nava of the Dept. of Justice, Susan Amomoy of the Asian Development Bank, Annabelle Aceveda of Xavier University, Dr. Enrique Cayaban of St. Mary’s University, and Linda Lagundi-Wayman, former ADB Librarian.

Mainstreaming Values of Libraries, Librarians and Information Professionals by Claire Tagasa – Circulation Librarian

The National Conference on “Mainstreaming Values of Libraries, Librarians and Information Professionals in Knowledge Societies” was held at the Manila Hotel on November 21-23, 2006 and was sponsored by the Philippine Librarians Association, Inc. Among those who attended were William S.A. Frias, Head of the Technical Services, Marita Valerio, Bibliographic Librarian, Vivian Soriente, Wilfredo Frias, Joel Gementiza, Assistant Librarians at IMS, Information-Reference Section and Periodicals Section respectively, and this writer.

Among those topics discussed were: 1) Legal Aspect of Librarianship Profession, 2) Current Trend and Expectations, 3) Core Values for Information Professionals, and 4) Code of Governance and Best Practices. The participants were redirected towards current trends and new competencies required in their professions and were acquainted with the Code of Ethics for Librarians. They were also reminded of the government’s serious efforts in empowering the Filipino professionals and that good governance is one of the pillars structured in the Philippine President’s vision of a “Strong Republic.” Issued on 23 June 2003, the E.O. 220 provides that the adoption of the Code of Good Governance will promote and establish ethical awareness and competency among Filipino professionals to make them accountable to their public liability and fully fulfill their professional obligation to their clients. It empowers professionals, not only to upgrade or improve their technical and ethical proficiency, but also to keep them abreast with modern trends and technology in their respective professions, thereby assuring the highly qualitative and globally-competitive professional services, and secure the safety and...
Depositing Required Reading Materials

The librarians of the Circulation-Reserve and Filipiniana Sections request all faculty members who would like to place their required reading materials to send them before the Christmas vacation together with the accomplished Reserve Materials Request Form available at http://intranet.dlsu.edu.ph/downloads/forms/pdf/lib_reservematerials.pdf. This will help the librarians process the materials in time for the opening of classes for the 3rd Term, School year 2006-2007. All the previously deposited reserved materials by the faculty will be returned to the respective department secretaries during the term break to give space for the new materials which will be turned over to the Library.
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principles of the profession.

While there is a contention that Librarians are of equal footing with other professions, one is still tempted to say that Librarians are still the most neglected professionals, particularly in terms of professional development. This is because of at least three (3) major factors, such as: a) no academic institution (in this country) offers Ph.D. in Library Science, b) there is an absence of scholarships and study grants for librarians; and c) fixed and longer working hours, i.e. librarians are expected to do a fixed eight (8) hours a day or 40 hours a week of duty.

It is hoped that the heads of libraries will take on these challeng-
es, i.e. to include empowerment as one of their thrusts of governance; secure a more liberal institutional financial support in terms of study grants and/or scholarships; seek permission for librarians to attend foreign seminars/conferences, and allow them to participate in educational visits to technologically advanced libraries in Asia, if not in other continents, and if possible, apply for membership to foreign professional library associations like the American Library Association (ALA) and the like.

Seminar on Filipiniana Materials

A two-day seminar on “The use of Filipiniana Materials in Philippine Libraries and Information Centers” was held in Ortigas Foundation Library last October 26-27, 2006. The seminar was sponsored by the Philippine Foundation for Library Scholarships, Inc. and Jose Rizal University. Cynthia L. Cordova, Filipiniana Librarian, was one of the participants who attended the seminar. Other participants included librarians and teachers from the different colleges in Metro Manila, and from far-flung universities like University of Mindanao, Silliman University, University of San Carlos in Dumaguete, Saint Louis University in Baguio, and Tarlac State University.

Relevant topics were discussed like “A Christmas wish list of researchers in cultural/literary history” by Dr. Isagani R. Cruz, the Director of the Teachers Academy of FEU, Visiting lecturer at the Ateneo de Manila University, a professor Emeritus of De La Salle University, and the Executive Publisher of the De La Salle University Publications; “The Heritage Library and the Filipiniana collection of the University of Santo Tomas” by Fr. Angel Aparicio, O.P., the Prefect of Libraries of University of Santo Tomas and; “Policies regarding the use of Filipiniana materials: issues and concerns” by Dr. Serafin D. Quiazon, former director of the National Library and chair of the National Historical Institute, lectured on “Some unexplored subjects in our history and culture utilizing Filipiniana materials” while Mr. Edgardo Quiros, Consultant of The National Library of the Philippines and UP-ILIS (UP-Institute of Library and Information Science) talked on “The Philippine eLib: ; Providing and Internet-based access to Filipiniana Materials”
Visitors

November

14 - Tim Coley and Josef Halos, EBSCO Publishing, Nakaang
- SEAMEO delegates: Dr. Haji Junaidi Bin Haji Abdul Rahim, Dean of Sultan Hessianal Bolkiah Institute of Education, Univ. of Brunei Darussalam, Brunei Darussalam
- Dr. Yuil Jong, Deputy Director, Department of Teacher Training, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, Kingdom of Cambodia
- Dr. Ee Geong Kim, Director, Office of Teacher Policy, Korean Educational Development Institute, Seoul, Korea
- Dr. Sungman Yoo, International Cooperation Team, Korea Edu 1st Inst, Seoul, Korea
- Ms. Hye-young Park, Int 1st Coop Team, Korea Edu 1st Inst, Seoul, Korea
- Dr. Kwang Ho Kim, Ministry of Education and HRD, Seoul, Korea
- Ms. Hee-Sang Yul, Deputy Director, Ministry of Education and HRD, Seoul, Korea
- Ms. Dianne Wantyn, Deputy Director, Ministry of National Edu, Jakarta, Indonesia
- Dr. Kong Pyo Seung, Director General, Higher Technical & Voc Educ Dept, Ministry of Education, Lao PDR
- Mr. Loh Ghee Joon, Deputy Director, Institut Amikuluditi Baki, Malaysia
- Prof. Kim Chuan Goh, Associate Dean, National Institute of Education, Nanyang Tech. Univ., Singapore

- Dr. Sang Jo Intaramane, Human Resource Officer, Office of the Teacher Civil Service Commission, Ministry of Education, Thailand
- Dr. Danh Ban Lam, Director General, National Institute of Education, Hoang Vietnam
- Dr. Orfelina O. Tuy, Director III, National Educators Academy of the Philippines
- Ms. Beatriz Toto, Executive Director, Teacher Education Council, Dept. of Ed, Philippines
- Dr. Ethel Agnes Valenzuela, Specialist, SEAMEO INNOTECH, O.C., Philippines

16 - Pearl Azen, VPAR, South-Western University, Cebu City

18 - Rosario Dionisio, Director of Libraries, with Liza M. Tamago, Francesca Recorsal, Gloria Biones, Gene Mendoza, Mario Sta. Maria, and Rosario Rigor, Librarians, Northeastern University, Santiago City, Isabela

22 - Mayas Romas, Administrator, Charles Darwin University, Northern Territory, Australia

24 - Reden M. Hernandez, CE Faculty with 51 students, DHVCAT, Bacolor, Pampanga

27 - Nolina Agunto and Ester Aguila, BATS, Bulacan

December

14 - Keisuke Kamihashi, Expert, DEPCO
- Nelson Fajardo, SRS II, DOE
- Dijfar Sofia, Expert, IBEKA

14 - Bernardina G. Echauze, Division of Valenzuela, Mandalas, Valenzuela, Bulacan

16 - Ma. Luisa Madlangbayan, PSO II, PMS, Manila

Donors

The DLSU Library would like to acknowledge with great appreciation the following donors:

Cordova, Cynthia
Del Mundo, Clodualdo
DLSU-Manila Science & Religion Study Group
Embassy of Switzerland
Guipo, Susan
International Institute for Educational Planning
Luistro, Armin FSC
Mistades, Voltaire
Philippine Association of Entomologists, Inc.
Quebengco, Carmelita
Quevada, Nikko
Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia
Teehankee, Julio
Ty, Audrey
University of St. Louis Tuguegarao
Wright, Gregory FSC

Recent Acquisitions

1. Books

BF – Psychology


BH – Aesthetics


BL – Religions


BS – The Bible


A student’s guide to textual criticism of the Bible: [its history, methods & results]. Paul D. Wegner. BS471 W44 2006. 2nd floor, Information-Reference.

BX – Christian denominations

The Blackwell dictionary of Eastern Christianity. Edited by Ken Parry ... [et al.]; editorial consultant, John F. Hinnells; foreword by Kallistos Ware. BX100.7 .B5 2001. 2nd floor, Information-Reference.


D – History (General)


DS – Philippine history


G – Atlases


GN – Anthropology


GR – Folklore


HB – Economics


Handbook of economic forecasting. Edited by Graham Elliott, Clive W.J. Granger, Allan Timmermann. HB3730
**HC – Economic history and conditions**


**HD – Economic history and conditions. Industrial management. Production**


Kellogg on branding : the marketing faculty of the Kellogg School of Management. Edited by Alice M. Tybout and Tim Calkins ; foreword by Philip Kotler. HD69.B7 K39 2005. 3rd floor, Circulation.


**HE – Transportation and communications**


**HF – Commerce**


Globalisation and poverty : channels and policy responses. Edited by Maurizio Bussolo and Jeffery I. Round. HF1413


HG – Finance

The exchange rate in a behavioral finance framework.


HM – Sociology


HN – Social history. Social problems. Social reform


HQ – The family. Marriage. Woman

Global divas : Filipino gay men in the diaspora. Martin


PN – Literature


PS – Philippine Literature in English


Q – Science (General)


QA – Computer science


MYSQL stored procedure programming. Guy Harrison. QA76.73.S67 H377 2006. 3rd floor, Circulation.

QA - Mathematics


Bayesian reasoning in data analysis : a critical introduction. Giulio D’Agostini. QA279.5 .D34 2003. 3rd floor, Circulation


QC – Physics


**QD – Chemistry**


**QH – Natural history General. Biology (General)**


**QM – Human anatomy**


**QP – Physiology**


**R – Medicine (General)**


**RA – Public aspects of medicine**

Disease control priorities in developing countries. RA441.5 .D57 2006. 2nd floor, Information-Reference.


**RC – Internal medicine. Practice of medicine**


**RM – Pharmacology**


**TA – Engineering (General). Civil engineering (General)**


**TD – Environmental technology. Sanitary engineering**


Thirsty planet : strategies for sustainable water manage-

**TH – Building construction**


**TJ – Mechanical engineering and machinery**


**TK – Electrical engineering. Electronics**


**TP – Chemical technology**


**TR – Photography**


**TS – Manufactures**


## 2. Instructional Media Resources

#### CD

- 7th Milo Asia swimming championships 2006
- Telecourse for teachers of English
- Terms of endearment

## 3. Archives Resources

#### Faculty Papers

- **Abrenica, Alexa**
  - Paternal involvement of Filipino fathers with adolescent sons

- **Alcuaz, Manuel**
  - Mapping the future : honest procurement : learning from government mistakes

- **Ap-Apid, Rigan**
  - An algorithm for nudity detection

- **Bautista, Cirilo**
  - Breaking signs : an unexplored form
  - Breaking signs : small pleasures

- **Cabredo, Rafael**
  - A multi-feature similarity measure for 3D models

- **Carandang, Nonon Villaluz**
  - Mga kuwentong lagalag

- **Carlos, Aldrin**
  - The integrating Lasallian retreat manual

- **Cayanes, Dexter**
  - Cuba (O)! Cuba
  - Ang konsepto ng bayan sa katutubong imahinasyon : pag-uugat sa mga epikong Labaw Donggon, Sandayo at Agyu

- **Cheng, Danny**
  - CAN : case-based reasoning in an adversarial non-player character
  - Using Bayesian network in plan recognition for RTS games

- **Cruz, Elfen**
  - Framework : challenging Philippine universities
  - Framework : defining entrepreneurship
  - Framework : expanding entrepreneurship education
• **Cruz, Isagani**
  – Mini critique: more questions from teachers
  – Mini critique: wish list for libraries

• **Dadios, Elmer**
  – Fuzzy logic probability calculator and multiple finite state machines for robot soccer event detection

• **Del Mundo, Clodualdo**
  – Pepot superstar (19th Singapore International Film Festival, April 13-29, 2006)

• **Derain, Allan Alberto**
  – Anatomiya ng isang alila
  – Ang liaison sa 27th floor
  – Si Mother Phineas

• **Espina, Desiree**
  – Managing career undecidedness in college-a career decision-making program

• **Fajardo, Ricardo**
  – FORMDEV2 program for College of Computer Studies, SY 2004-2005

• **Fresnido, Ana Maria**
  – Assessment of the DLSU Library’s book collection on Philosophy and Religion
  – Inventory 2005
  – The revolution of the cataloging process

• **Gaite, Maribel**
  – Greenlight: rediscovering Catholic social teachings

• **Gaerlan, Marianne Jennifer**
  – A comparison of attitudes toward reading of students in a Montessori school and students in a traditional school
  – Don’t read this: the directives adults use with children
  – The hair affair: an analysis of the language of advertising claims in hair product advertisements in a magazine for women
  – Interactional resources as metadiscourse strategies in Philippine print advertising: an exploratory study
  – A picture of me: an overview of portfolio assessment in a Montessori school in the Philippines

• **Gervacio, Severino**
  – Convexity, geodetic, and hull numbers of the join of graphs
  – The dimension of the Cartesian product of two graphs
  – Partial order on a family of K-subsets of a linearly ordered set

• **Gonzalez, Andrew FSC**
  – Alternate systems and structures for higher education: public needs and institutional response for the 21st century
  – Asia 2004: the education situation
  – Language planning in multilingual countries: the case of the Philippines

• **Javier, Esmyra**
  – Do governing institutions affect the performance of marine protected areas? Evidence from the Philippines
  – Do institutions affect the performance of marine protected areas? Evidences from the Philippines

• **Jimenez, Jose Victor**
  – The Council of Trent and the church situation in the Philippines in the sixteenth century
  – Damayan 5(5-6) SY 1993-1994
  – The De La Salle College, 1911-1941
  – A history of the Philippines by Dr. Samuel K. Tan
  – Isang salin ng Apendiks A-G
  – Ang kabiguan
  – Letter on “Indicators of Core values (dated Sept. 6, 1996)
  – Reaksyon sa “Kasaysayan ng pagkaing Kapampangan”
  – Reaksyon sa “Kasipagan, Pagkamakabayan at Pagkamakadyos implikasyon sa kaunlaran”
  – St. John Baptist De La Salle and some challenges to the institute of the Brothers of the Christian schools
  – Sanggunian ng Wika

• **Lagman, Oscar**
  – To take a stand: RP medical tourism is not competitive

• **Lagua, Benel**
  – The view from Taft: doing business in the Philippines: revisited

• **Lamberte, Exaltacion**
  – Tracking progress towards millennium development goals: chasms, issues and challenges

• **Marfori, Isidro Antonio**
  – Design and fabrication of the CeMTRE cross flow turbine
  – Design and operation of the CeMTRE cross flow turbine
  – Development of the CeMTRE cross flow turbine design software
  – Software development for the standardization of the CeMTRE cross flow turbine using
• **Melegrito, Ma. Lourdes**
  - Alternative career training program
  - Campus ministry and social action: proposed framework
  - Community-based project evaluation: a framework for COSCA’s community development program
  - A mapping of grassroots education interventions in the Philippines
  - Mapping of SPS student formation interventions
  - Module on civic values and commitments
  - Module on democracy and human rights
  - Module on political skills
  - Module on rights and responsibilities of citizens
  - Module on the dynamics of politics
  - Module on the state and government
  - Recapturing the essence of integrated area development as a development approach for the LSVP community in San Ysiro, Antipolo

• **Mercado, Marti Zurriel**
  - IT education for new generation telecom network Q & M
  - Strategic management of International and Luzon network surveillance division
  - Trainees technical report on basic digital transmission technique

• **Mojica, Leonisa**
  - Content lexical ties in graduate student papers: are they indicators of strong cohesion?

• **Nazar, Medi**
  - BIT serial modular multiplication on FPGA
  - An FPGA implementation of systolic array for Montgomery modular multiplication

• **Pacificar, Arturo, Jr.**
  - Sample cumulation

• **Pangilinan, Ma. Glennalin**
  - Porphyrin-based sensors for heavy metal determination

• **Ples, Michael**
  - Chondrosarcoma of the maxilla

• **Resurreccion, Ron**
  - Malasakit, pakikipagkapwa at kalinisang loob: mga pundasyon ng kagandahang loob
  - Modules for transformative learning
  - Validation of the Panukat ng mga Katangian ng Personalidad (PKP) self-assurance (Tiwala sa sarili) subscale
  - Youth spirituality

• **Sanchez, Marlo**
  - Greenlight: a nun’s legacy: entrepreneurship

• **Santiago, May Ann Garo**
  - Adolescent goal achievement in the face of parental resistance
  - Validation of the Panukat ng Katangian ng Personalidad (PKP) – conscientiousness subscale

• **Saulo, Ma. Cristina**
  - Advancing women’s human rights in the Philippines [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - The Batak tribe through a lens, clearly [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - CEDAW and the advancement of women’s economic status and human rights [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Edwin and his family [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Filipino adolescents in changing times [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Filipino adolescents in changing times: highlights of a research report [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Filipino Amerasians: living in the margins [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - A gender review of selected economic laws in the Philippines [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Gender violence: its socio-cultural dimensions [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Harvest [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Harvest: a profile of UP women retirees [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - International legal instruments to advance women’s human rights [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Love in the time of Ina Morata [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Mlabri woman harvesting rice [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Mlabri woman with son [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Monks watching a game of football [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - A multitude of muses [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Overseas absentee voting [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Ren [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Reshaping the world [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - The rites of spring [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Samenwerking met de NCVB [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Turning the page: the Mlabri today [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - University women: a tribute in pictures [poster photocopy, reduced]
  - Uphill [poster photocopy, reduced]
- Wal8ng Filipina [poster photocopy, reduced]
- Whatever happened to the sexual harassment policy? [poster photocopy, reduced]
- Women firsts [poster photocopy, reduced]

- **Suleik, Mercedes**
  - Capital view : Halloween and all souls’ day
  - Capital view : subsidiarity and solidarity
  - Capital view : the challenge of world hunger

- **Tamangan, Ronald**
  - The need to reform the domestic customs

- **Teehankee, Ben**
  - Greenlight : CSR’s missing piece

- **Tirazona, Ma. Andrea**
  - A case study on attention deficit disorder in children with reading disorders
  - The role of socioemotional distress in the school performance of adolescents : issues in diagnosing psychopathology in adolescents

- **Torralba, Enrico**
  - Estranghero, at iba pang mga tula

- **Valerio, Rowena**
  - Nanay
  - Sumpa
  - Ulahing

- **Valledor, Vivienne**
  - Social constructionism of sexual orientation within the Filipino culture
  - Studies on marital relations from 2000-2005 : a review of methodological issues

- **Yu, Dennis**
  - Methodology for toxicity testing of effluent using algae, duckweed, and mungbean seed
  - Toxicity test of effluents using algae, bacteria and fish bioassays : a review paper

**Theses (Undergraduate)**

- **AB Communication Arts**
  - Curfew. Manalo, Erick Marion Anthony L., Michelen, Isabel O. and Sarmiento, Juan Paolo A. 2006. TU – 13483
  - Mapunggan pa’y baha = You may stop a torrent. Reyes, Ana Margarita B. 2005. TU – 13475
  - Simbuyo : a feature about man, morality and his environment. Escano, Jose R., Perez, Cassandra H. and Quinto, Rachel Anne M. 2005. TU – 13473

- **AB Organizational Communication**
  - 117 hotline call center training program. Perlada, Marie Krystle, Ponferrada, Flor and Tangonan, Ramina Fracesca. 2006. TU-13439
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